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Philosophy and Religion, Rutgers University, USA
Political philosophers have begun to debate whether the right to vote should be extended
towards some or all of the third of humanity who are under 18 years old. In addition,
child and youth suffrage movements are arising globally. Much uncertainty remains,
however, about whether democracy can legitimately be extended beyond adulthood.
This article advances this discussion by comparing children’s suffrage debates today
to those surrounding the global women’s suffrage movements of the past century and
a half. It argues that minor enfranchisement requires postmodern rather than modern
conceptions of democratic inclusion and revised understandings of voting rights as such.
Keywords: children; children’s rights; democracy; suffrage; vote; women’s rights

Introduction
The right to vote has been won historically through long and difficult struggle. All groups
who are now enfranchised – the wealthy, the poor, non-landowning men, ethnic and racial
minorities, women, and younger adults – did so through processes of painful social debate
and upheaval. Suffragists such as Oliver Cromwell, Frederick Douglass, Marion Wallace
Dunlop, Elizabeth Cady Stanton, Emmeline Pankhurst, Mohandas Gandhi, Martin
Luther King Jr and Nelson Mandela expanded voting rights only against the grain of the
status quo through civil war, marches and demonstrations, legal action and civil disobedience. Although voting is not the only, or even necessarily the most effective, way for
people to influence governance, it has become over time the global benchmark for measuring basic political participation.
Despite their active involvement in all of the above democratic movements, children
and youth under the age of 18 have, until very recently, neither agitated for the vote for
themselves nor been considered its rightful recipients. This is despite the fact that this
age group constitutes fully one-third of all humanity (even more so in previous centuries).
The question of the enfranchisement of minors is now, however, starting to make itself
heard. Since the 1980s, groups of children and youth have begun to organise for the
right to vote; separate children’s parliaments have been established in about 30 countries;
governments have started consulting with children directly rather than only via adults;
and a small number of political philosophers and children’s advocates are now arguing
that minors’ suffrage should be a right.
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In the following, I extend the discussion of children’s right to vote that is currently
taking place in political philosophy by comparing it to historical debates around the right
to vote for women. Women’s suffrage presents a close analogy to children’s suffrage,
first because women are likewise fully one-third of democratic populations, and second
because women have generally been excluded from suffrage the longest. I will argue that
minors’ right to vote cannot be understood simply as an extension of the historical progress
of the right to vote for adults. In fact, this historical progression itself has involved different
kinds of arguments and actions for different kinds of adults. In particular, the debate over
children’s suffrage needs to move beyond modernistic conceptions of democracy based on
rational individualism to postmodernistic conceptions based on the inclusion of difference.
Voting rights in historical context
While the question of who deserves the right to vote is often considered a settled matter,
history shows that enfranchisement has been won for a wide range of different reasons
for different groups. A brief sketch of this history will provide us with a more complex
context for the consideration of voting rights for children.
Beyond highly constricted examples in ancient Greece, India and Rome, something like
modern democratic voting first appears in Norman England soon after 1066 when the nobility and clergy were granted the right to elect a Great Council to approve the laws of the
Crown. This Great Council eventually drafted the 1215 Magna Carta that forced King
John to accept wide-ranging nobility oversight; evolved shortly thereafter into the first
so-called ‘Parliament’ (from the Latin for discussion or speech); and as a result of an
armed rebellion in 1265 extended the vote to all free inhabitant householders, a vote
which, however, was subsequently curtailed in 1430 to only ‘Forty Shilling Freeholders’
or those owning land worth at least 40 shillings of annual rent.1 Subsequently, the
United Kingdom’s Reform Acts of 1832 and 1867 extended suffrage to the one in seven
adult males who were renters. And its Representation of the People Acts of 1884 and
1918 further extended voting rights to, respectively, approximately 40% of adult men
and then all men 21 and over regardless of property qualifications. Women did not gain
the right to vote until the Representation of the People Act of 1928. Most recently of all,
the voting age in the United Kingdom (UK) was only lowered from 21 to 18 in the Representation of the People Act of 1969.2
A similar but abbreviated pattern can be found in the United States (US). Voting
remained limited to male property owners in the British colonies prior to independence,
as well as under the 1777 Articles of Confederation and the 1789 Constitution. Four
Amendments to the Constitution gradually extended suffrage thereafter: the 1870 Fifteenth
Amendment to adult males regardless of race, colour or previous servitude; the 1920 Nineteenth Amendment to adult females; the 1964 Twenty-fifth Amendment to any adult regardless of failure to pay poll or other taxes; and the 1971 Twenty-Sixth Amendment that
lowered the voting age from 21 to 18. Since voting rights in the US are also state-wide
(not just national), some individual states extended votes to women earlier: New Jersey
in 1776 (but rescinded in 1807), Wyoming in 1869, Utah in 1870, Colorado in 1893,
and so on.
Elsewhere in the democratic world, voting expansion has generally followed similar
patterns, though at different paces, from property owning men, to non-property owning
men, to women, and then to young adults. The first national rights of women to vote
were granted in New Zealand in 1893, then Australia in 1902, Finland in 1906, Canada
in 1917 and Poland in 1918. Women’s voting rights were later established in, for
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example, Turkey in 1930, South Africa in 1930 (for white women only), Japan in 1947,
Niger in 1948, India in 1950, Iran in 1963, Jordan in 1974, Nigeria in 1978, Qatar in
1999 and the United Arab Emirates in 2006, with women’s suffrage anticipated in Saudi
Arabia in 2015. Likewise, ethnic and racial barriers to voting have gradually been
removed over time, for example in the enfranchisement of the Maori in New Zealand in
1865 after the Maori War, Jews in Romania in 1923 and blacks in South Africa upon the
end of Apartheid in 1994.
Finally, it should be noted that the founding charter of the United Nations, the 1948
Declaration of Human Rights, calls in Article 21 for ‘universal and equal suffrage’. It
states that ‘everyone has the right to take part in the government of his country, directly
or through freely chosen representatives’. Of course, this ‘universal’ suffrage was likely
intended at the time to apply only to adults aged 21 and older. Globally, both within and
outside democratic societies, even many adults remained for many years afterward
excluded. The struggle for adult suffrage is therefore a long and ongoing one, involving
a wide array of challenges across different historical and cultural contexts.
Arguments for and against women’s suffrage
If we focus on the particular case of women’s suffrage, we find that there is also a diversity
of arguments around which suffrage has been debated. Taking the US and UK as relatively
early examples, we see that women and women’s advocates developed three basic ideas
over time, having to do with women’s equality, difference and empowerment.
The earliest movements in the US and UK for women’s suffrage, starting with the
Seneca Falls Convention in 1848, generally argued that women should be able to act,
not just within their traditional private sphere, but also with equal rights in the public
sphere of politics. Seneca Falls’ ‘Declaration of Sentiments’, drafted by Elizabeth Cady
Stanton, declared that women’s exclusion from the elective franchise violated the country’s
founding principle that ‘all men and women are created equal’.3 When the 1870 Fifteenth
Amendment granted the vote only to African-American men, Susan B. Anthony objected
that ‘citizenship’ should mean that ‘there is, and can be, but one safe principle of government – equal rights for all’.4 Meanwhile, in the UK, John Stuart Mill, philosopher and politician (unsuccessfully) proposed amending the 1867 Reform Bill to enfranchise women by
replacing the word ‘man’ with ‘person’, on the grounds that ‘a hard and fast line between
women’s occupations and men’s . . . belongs to a gone-by state of society’.5 Because
women too have active roles in the public sphere, there can no longer be ‘any adequate justification for continuing to exclude [from voting] an entire half of the community’.6
What now seems like a common-sense equal rights argument faced at the time significant and successful opposition. The principal objection appears to have been that women by
nature have ‘capacities appropriate to private life and the domestic sphere rather than the
public world of politics’, making them lack the necessary political ‘independence’ and
‘rationality’.7 In opposition to Mill, UK representatives in the House of Commons
argued that ‘between the sexes it was abundantly evident that Nature had drawn clear
lines of distinction’, men excelling in ‘practical force, stability of character, and intellect’,
women in ‘mildness, softness of character, and amiability’.8 Joined to this is the notion that
women are already sufficiently represented by the vote of their husbands and that what
women primarily need from political life is adequate male protection.9
After the failures of this early suffrage movement, a second kind of argument gained
prominence, alongside that for equal rights, based on the notion that women should be
enfranchised precisely because of their gender difference. Women voting, it was claimed,
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would elevate the moral tone of politics by introducing maternal and compassionate virtues.
As put in Ohio’s 1873 Constitutional Convention, ‘when our mothers, wives, and sisters
vote with us, we will have purer legislation, and better execution of the laws, fewer tippling
shops, gambling halls, and brothels’.10 The National American Woman Suffrage Association (NAWSA), founded in 1890, ‘stressed . . . the more palatable essentialist theme that
feminine qualities would be a welcome addition to the polity’, as well as that ‘women
had distinct economic and social interests that could only be protected by possession of
the right to vote’.11 In the UK, Millicent Garrett Fawcett asserted that ‘this difference
between men and women, instead of being a reason against their enfranchisement, seems
to me the strongest possible reason in favour of it; we want the home and the domestic
side of things to count for more in politics’.12 Women’s experiences as mothers and
wives would not be an impediment but an asset in progressive legislation.
The principal objection to this difference argument was that enfranchisement would, on
the contrary, degrade the very virtues that women uniquely possess. As one California legislator observed in 1879, ‘I believe that women occupy in many respects a higher position
than men, and I, for one, do not wish to drag them down from that exalted sphere.’13 It
was also claimed that women’s suffrage would infuse political life with an unwanted
female seductive power over men and household-like quarreling, while simultaneously
destroying the foundations of families.14 Both men and women at the time furthermore
argued that women did not wish to leave the private sphere anyway, some in the UK, for
example, claiming that enfranchisement would threaten women’s ‘physical powers’,
sanity and domestic capacities.15 It was even suggested in 1873 that women’s suffrage
would threaten the British Empire, since ‘sentiment and not reason might guide the deliberations of the world’.16 Precisely because women are different from men, women’s voting
would undermine the natural division of private and public responsibilities.
Neither the equality nor the difference argument finally won the day. Women did not
gain suffrage until a third kind of argument was added on top of these first two, the argument that enfranchisement is the only means for women’s political empowerment. In both
the US and the UK, this desire for one’s own political power arose in part through women’s
increasingly public roles in World War I, as well as greater numbers of especially workingclass women entering the workforce and forming labour unions. In the US, NAWSA and
similar organisations became increasingly militant: organising locally, canvassing, picketing the White House, getting arrested, going on hunger strikes and committing acts of civil
disobedience. As Florence Kelley declared, ‘no one needs all the powers of fullest citizenship more urgently than the wage-earning woman’.17 In the UK, the Women’s Social and
Political Union (WSPU) turned from 1909 onwards towards increasingly politicised acts
such as civil disobedience, marches, court battles and imprisonment by the hundreds,
under the new banner of ‘Deeds, not words!’18 Challenging the very distinction of
public and private spheres, these movements proclaimed that suffrage was necessary to
halt women’s economic, social and domestic exploitation. Whether like men or different,
women ultimately needed to exercise political power on their own behalf.19
These victories were also, of course, not without significant opposition. In the US, many
objected on the grounds of religious and cultural tradition. It was argued, for example, that
the Bible required that ‘the head of every woman is the man’ and that enfranchisement
would ‘blot out three of the most sacred words known in the world’s vocabulary of six thousand years, namely, mother, home, and heaven’.20 Others viewed voting as unwomanly and
an undue burden on the female intellect. Women’s acts of civil disobedience ‘contravened
not only the law but, perhaps more importantly, their idealized role as wives and mothers’.21
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Indeed, the simple act of exercising political action challenged traditional assumptions
about women’s apolitical natures and millennia of male power.
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Movements toward children’s suffrage
With these gendered and broader historical struggles in mind, let us examine what has been
happening in the past 20 years or so in the nascent suffrage movement for children. While
this movement is little known outside advocacy and research circles, it has in fact made significant advances in a relatively short span of time. What we find is that this progress has not
followed quite the same lines of action and argument as previously for women.
The concept of children’s suffrage arguably dates, in practical terms, to the United
Nations’ 1989 Convention on the Rights of the Child (CRC), the most widely ratified
treaty in all of world history. While the CRC does not call for voting in particular, it
does, unlike all previous international children’s rights agreements, advocate not only ‘protection’ and ‘provision’ rights for children but also what have been called ‘participation’
rights, including rights to freedoms of expression, thought, association, and the like.
Most relevantly, Article 12 affirms each child’s ‘right to express [his or her] views freely
in all matters affecting the child’.22 Without directly addressing voting, the CRC lays a participatory groundwork for its possibility.23
One step that many countries have taken towards including minors directly in democracy is the establishment of new kinds of political institutions for listening to children’s
voices. For example, in 2001 New Zealand developed the Agenda for Children, a forum
for children and youth to be actively consulted on national issues.24 In 2003, South
Africa launched the Children in Action (Dikwankwetla) project in which children
address parliamentary hearings on children’s issues.25 In 2004, the UK appointed four Children’s Commissioners (one each for England, Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland) to
listen to children’s views on legislation and policy.26 These and other government initiatives
at least consult children directly, on the assumption that their interests are not necessarily
represented adequately by adults. At the same time, of course, they do not provide children
with the kind of direct political power that adults enjoy.
A step closer to suffrage can be found in the 30 or so countries that since the 1990s have
established children’s parliaments. These countries include India (where the first were
created), Sri Lanka, Norway, Finland, Germany, Slovenia, Bolivia, Ecuador, Brazil,
Nigeria, Zimbabwe, Congo, Burkina Faso, Liberia, New Zealand, the UK, Scotland, and
a Children’s United Parliament of the World.27 Generally speaking, children’s parliaments
operate from the village or school level up to district and then national levels, with children
electing representatives at each level for themselves. Often there are two separate parliaments for younger children around six to 12 and for adolescents. Sometimes children’s parliaments are dominated by privileged groups of children or function only educationally.28
But frequently they manage to influence regular adult parliaments, particularly around local
services and utilities, education policy and even allocations of budgets.29 For example, the
children’s parliament of the city of Barra Mansa in Brazil partially controls government
budgets having to do with schools and recreation.30 Of course, separate children’s parliaments do not empower children equally to adults, which is why women, for example,
did not press for separate women’s parliaments. Nevertheless, children’s parliaments do
demonstrate that even quite young children are interested in and able to vote on serious
public issues.
Finally, the closest step that has been taken towards minors’ suffrage is the granting in
several communities and countries of the vote to youth as young as 16. The voting age has
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been lowered to 16 for national elections in, for example, Brazil, Austria, Cuba, Nicaragua,
Bosnia-Herzegovina, the British Channel Islands and parts of Norway; and to 17 in, for
example, East Timor, Indonesia, Seychelles and Sudan.31 Some countries such as
Germany and Israel permit voting at 16 in local elections. In the US, a lowering of the
voting age to 16 is part of the agenda of the child-run National Youth Rights Association.
Some US states already permit voting in primary elections at 17 if the voter will turn 18 by
the time of the general election; and several states have proposed voting ages of anything
from 12 to 17, most famously California, which had a bill ultimately defeated to permit a
quarter vote at 14 and a half vote at 16.32 A Votes at Sixteen Campaign was defeated before
the UK Electoral Commission in 200433 and is now being championed by the Labour leader
Ed Miliband as part of his new party platform.34 Most radically – in a step we will return to
later – the German parliament proposed but shelved in 2008 a bill that would grant the vote
to each citizen at birth, to be used by a parent until the child claims it for her- or himself.35
Overall, the children’s suffrage movement, if it may be called that, looks a little like the
very earliest stages of the women’s suffrage movement. It is led by just a few children’s
groups and advocates. It does not occupy a central place in public democratic debate and
is little known about even among children themselves. One striking difference in the
case of children is that the leading countries are primarily less developed ones. This may
be because the less wealthy a country, the more likely children and youth are to have
active roles already in the public sphere such as through work and labor organisations.
Another difference from the women’s suffrage movement is that child leaders, such as parliamentary representatives, remain children only for finite periods of time, leading to continual turnover in leadership. Nevertheless, similar to the beginnings of women’s suffrage,
those children and child advocates who are engaged in children’s suffrage are active, determined and passionate and have managed to put the issue on the public map.
Arguments for and against children’s suffrage
Underlying these historical changes lie a surprisingly wide variety of arguments both for
and against children’s suffrage that are being made by child advocates, childhood studies
scholars and political philosophers. When one examines these arguments, one finds a different kind of moral logic than undergirded women’s suffrage. While part of this difference
can be attributed to today’s changed and more globalised world, and part lies in the fact
that the children’s suffrage movement is still quite young, part of the difference is also conceptual, having to do with the nature of childhood. It is this last part that I wish to focus on
here. It turns out that the logic has followed a somewhat different order: generally not from
equality to difference to empowerment but from empowerment to equality to difference.
Starting in the 1970s, scholars and child advocates began to claim that children should
be provided the right to vote in order to empower them to influence political decisions
affecting them. Holt, for example, argues that all children ‘should have the same right as
everyone else to vote’ since ‘to be in any way subject to the laws of a society without
having any right or way to say what those laws should be is the most serious injustice’.36
As the political philosopher Young later put it, just as for women so also for children, ‘no
persons, actions, or aspects of a person’s life should be forced into privacy’.37 Franklin
claims furthermore that children cannot be represented accurately through voting only by
adults: ‘That adults have an understanding of the interests of children which is superior
to that possessed by the children themselves is not sufficient to justify intervention in
their affairs.’38 Children remain the poorest and most exploited social group because
they lack the political franchise to assert their own interests and demand political
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accountability. For example, if children could vote, legislators would be more likely to
properly fund schools, improve playgrounds and recreation spaces, respect children’s
voices and agency, and strengthen laws against children’s discrimination and abuse.
Those opposed argue that children should not exercise the power to vote because they
lack sufficient competence. Chan and Clayton claim that minors have not yet acquired sufficient ‘knowledge of the political system, and understanding of the nature and significance
of issues that are the subject of public and political debate’.39 Similarly, the UK Electoral
Commission determined in response to a petition to lower the voting age to 16 that only by
18 could citizens be sure to possess ‘the development of sufficient social awareness and
responsibility’.40 Children might vote for representatives who promise frivolous or
harmful laws such as banning bedtimes or removing media controls. As Scarre puts it,
‘most adults, because they have lived a long time, have this ability [to plan systematic policies of action], but children, because their mental powers and experience are inadequate, do
not’.41 Such arguments have their roots in the Enlightenment architects of modern democracy itself. According to Locke, for example, ‘the necessities of [a child’s] life, the health of
his body, and the information of his mind would require him to be directed by the will of
others and not his own’.42
In the 1980s and 1990s, child advocates introduced a somewhat different kind of argument based on equal rights. The 1989 CRC in particular drew attention globally to children’s rights to public participation. While children may not be owed equal rights to
adults in all areas of life, it can be argued that in politics they deserve equal representation.
Franklin, for example, points out that childhood and incompetence are not synonymous:
‘The presence or absence of rationality does not justify the exclusion of children from political rights but the exclusion, if anyone, of the irrational.’43 Adults do not lose voting rights
if they become senile, mentally ill or just plain thoughtless. Others oppose a voting ‘competence test’ since, as the history of such tests has shown, they ‘might be used to limit adult
suffrage or to grant some adults more votes than others’.44 In addition, it is likely that children possess significantly greater political knowledge and capacity than they are given
credit for, since, just as was the case for women and minorities in the past, not having
the possibility to vote removes the chief incentive for developing voting capacities in the
first place. As seen for example in children’s parliaments and labour movements, when
given the opportunity children can prove equally capable of democratic participation.
The counter-argument is that children are unequal in ways that other voting populations
are not. Archard claims that ‘we do not know what a child would choose if possessed of
adult rational powers of choice because what makes a child a child is just her lack of
such powers (her ignorance, inconstant wants, inconsistent beliefs and limited powers
of ratiocination)’.45 The political theorist Habermas suggests that children do not possess
the full ‘communicative competence’ required to engage in equal political procedures of
‘reciprocal perspective taking’.46 Cowley and Denver note that children ‘have little experience of life beyond family and school, and no memory of governments or public affairs
going back further than two or three years at most’.47 And Barber argues that children
simply lack the requisite ‘civility’ to deliberate with others constructively.48 These arguments are again rooted in the Enlightenment, as for example in Kant’s claim that children
should not have public rights because their sense of reason has not yet taken control of their
egocentric passions.49
Most recently, advocates have also turned to arguments about children’s difference, that
is, that children need to be able to vote precisely because their experiences and situations are
not always the same as those of adults. Cockburn asserts, for instance, that children’s greater
dependency on parents and special needs for education and health care should not exclude
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them from citizenship but rather force us to develop more ‘child-friendly’ conceptions of
citizenship itself.50 Schrag points out that a lowered voting age would respond to the
fact that ‘children do have interests not shared by adults, the most salient being the interest
in receiving an adequate education . . . [f]ailure to receive [which] simply cannot be made
upon reaching the age of maturity’.51 In a broader sense, third-wave feminist political theorists have argued that democracy is about the representation of difference as such, so that
children should be included precisely as children. Lister, for example, includes children in
her claim that ‘our goal [in democracies] should be a universalism which stands in creative
tension to diversity and difference and which challenges the divisions and exclusionary
inequalities which stem from diversity’.52 Moosa-Mitha similarly opposes ‘adultist’ conceptions of democratic citizenship with ‘difference-centered’ conceptions that include children’s ‘right to participate differently in the social institutions and culture of the society’
based on their ‘own lived reality’.53
While I am not aware of any literature directly opposing this difference argument, there
are several ways it is opposed indirectly. In a wide-ranging book arguing against children’s
rights broadly, Guggenheim claims that ‘the greatest goal for advancing children’s rights
should be a return to a time when we treated children like children’, that is, when ‘a caring
society would insist on considering [children’s] needs and interests’.54 According to Guggenheim, the very concept of children’s rights treats children as if they were adults. Along with
this problem, he argues, children’s rights undermine necessary roles of parents: ‘However
inadvertently, our current emphasis on children’s rights reduces the pressure on adults to
do right by children.’55 Others suggest that granting children political rights would undermine differences rooted in culture. ‘Granting children the amount of participation in decision
making granted in the Convention [on the Rights of the Child] may be more problematic in
cultures where freedom of expression and self-assertion are less valued than obedience and
duty fulfillment and where adult – child interactions are traditionally quite hierarchical.’56
Indeed, some argue that international non-government organisation work on children’s
rights ‘draws children out of their own contexts of family and community, and re-locates
them within the rather different context of the developmental organization’.57 While not
addressed to voting in particular, such claims imply that voting would diminish rather than
increase government responsiveness to children’s experiential differences.
Beyond the women’s suffrage paradigm
As this debate over children’s suffrage shows, many of the same arguments are used for and
against children voting as were used in the past for and against the vote for women. At the
same time, elements of the debate are distinct. My own view, developed elsewhere, is that
even arguments based wholly on women’s suffrage are sufficient to support suffrage for
minors.58 However, what I wish to suggest here is something else: that the logic of the
debate around children’s suffrage ultimately needs to be liberated from these kinds of historical antecedent. As already suggested, each historical group to gain the franchise has in
fact done so by revising what is meant by the franchise itself: non-landowners, for example,
by disentangling suffrage from property rights; or women by appealing to the need to
include experiential differences. A similar kind of revision of the very purpose of voting
is required if we are to have a constructive debate today concerning children. Elsewhere
I have referred to this kind of shift as a practice of ‘childism’, by which I mean, in
analogy to terms like feminism and womanism, that children call for not only equality to
adults but also, more radically, the systematic restructuring of historical assumptions in
response to children’s suppressed differences of experience.59
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The difference between feminism and childism when it comes to voting can already be
detected in the difference between the women’s and children’s suffrage movements.
Women’s voting was ultimately won by capping equal rights and difference arguments
with the larger idea that it is a matter of women’s empowerment. The logic here, viewed
in retrospect, suggests that women’s equality to and difference from men are ultimately
elements of a larger right to exercise power on one’s own behalf. But the logic for children’s
voting has so far been different. Initial efforts started where women’s suffrage left off: in
children’s right to political empowerment. But this starting point had to confront the fact
that fighting for children’s political empowerment would never likely be achieved by children themselves, especially considering very young children’s lack of experience and educational tools to wield political power effectively. No two-year-old will ever hold a
university chair or organise a constitutional convention on children’s voting, because age
affects such abilities differently than gender.
Arguments for children’s suffrage have had to discover wider grounds in children’s
experiential difference, incorporating children’s empowerment and equality under the
banner of children’s difference, instead of the other way around. This focus on difference
suggests the need to move the centre of gravity of the debate even more decisively from
modernity to postmodernity, insofar as modernity tends to ground political action in individual rationality, while postmodernity tends to do so on the basis of lived experiences
of difference.
The most useful forms of postmodern political theory for our purposes are those that
reject a purely antagonistic struggle among differences (such as in Laclau and Mouffe60)
– since here children are likely to lose – and embrace instead an ethic of interdependent
responsiveness to difference. Ricoeur, for example, bases social and political relations on
an ‘intersecting dialectic of oneself and another’ in which ‘the other constitutes me as
responsible, that is, as capable of responding’.61 Here, differences of experience are the
basis for ever more expansive political relations. As Kearney similarly puts it, social
responsiveness means that one ‘wagers that it is still possible for us to struggle for a
greater . . . understanding of Others and, so doing, do them more justice’.62 In terms of
human rights, the political theorist and activist Appadurai calls for an ‘ethics of possibility’
that promotes ‘those ways of thinking, feeling, and acting that increase the horizons of
hope, that expand the field of the imagination, . . . and that widen the field of informed, creative, and critical citizenship’.63 These forms of postmodernity call for not only a struggle
among differences but also a further mutual responsiveness between them.
In this case, it might finally be possible to imagine a political theory that could seriously
consider voting rights for children. For even if children are not able to prove themselves
equally competent political actors as most adults, and even if children are unlikely to
have their voices equally heard in a struggle for political empowerment, they can nevertheless legitimately demand that political representatives respond to their own particular and
diverse differences of experience. The children’s vote would then be grounded in the necessity for political representation to respond to children’s uniqueness rather than their competence or power. The reason the current adult-only vote would not suffice is that children’s
differences of experience are most reliably understood and asserted by children themselves.
In the modernist model, you only receive suffrage if you can justify your rational independence. Even in many postmodern models, you deserve representation only if you can
fight for it for yourself. In a more responsive postmodern model, however, you are owed
representation because your experiences deserve a concrete response from those who
make laws and policy. In this case, children’s suffrage would not only be justifiable, but
it would serve as the very model of what voting is ultimately for, namely to make politics
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as representative of the widest diversity of the people as possible. A democracy would
prove itself truly democratic to the extent that it responds to the people’s diversity of
differences.
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Towards suffrage for minors
Whether or not children’s voting can be justified in theory, could it be carried out in practice? Women’s suffrage required eliminating centuries-old barriers of gender. What would
voting look like if it were also to remove barriers of age? If, for example, it were extended to
teenagers, children, toddlers and even babies?
There have been three kinds of solution contemplated so far to this practical question.
The first is simply to make suffrage universal, on the view that anyone who desires the
vote should not be barred from access to it. This solution is proposed by Holt, who
responds to fears of the youngest children not knowing what they are doing by
arguing that these children would also therefore not be likely to vote anyway.64 Furthermore, as Franklin points out, ‘the potential danger of a few children voting who perhaps
should not is far outweighed by the actual injustice involved when large numbers of children who are interested and informed about politics and wish to vote are excluded from so
doing’.65 Indeed, there are many arguably incompetent adults possessing the right to vote,
regardless, for example, of senility, intellectual disability or severe mental illness. Here,
competence is revealed to be less important a democratic value than inclusiveness.
Universal suffrage for citizens in effect extends to children the logic of suffrage for other
groups like women. Regardless of whether members of any group appear interested in or
capable of political choices, democracy should aim for maximum inclusivity. Only in
this way can political representatives be held fully accountable to the interests of all affected
by their decisions. The difficulty with this solution, however, is that a larger proportion of
children than women are likely not to vote in actuality. Babies, toddlers and younger children will generally have little sense of what voting means and reduced opportunities to take
it upon themselves to exercise it. Younger children would then find themselves the only
major social group lacking direct political influence. In fact, by having the vote in
theory, this group may become even more marginalised in actuality since it might be felt
that they are no longer owed special consideration.
A second option would be to establish what Schrag has called a ‘fitness test’ for voting,
similar to a driving test, in which anyone below the age of 18 would have the opportunity to
demonstrate their basic ability to vote whenever they so desired.66 Such a test might, for
example, ensure that every voter has a minimum capacity to differentiate between major
political parties. It would enfranchise any child with sufficient competence and interest,
while automatically barring any child without them. At age 18, it could then be presumed
that minimal political knowledge exists without having to pass a test.
This model also operates somewhat on the model of women’s suffrage, in that it
assumes the need for a minimal level of competence. The advantage is that it responds
to the most significant criticism of children’s suffrage as failing to account for political
incompetence. The disadvantage, though, is that it defines voting as a matter of equal
rights alone and not also one of power. It does not force politicians to take non-enfranchised
children’s concerns seriously. In addition, a competence test could even more profoundly
marginalise children who are already disadvantaged through, for example, poverty, disability or poor education. Indeed, it may not be possible to invent a fitness test that is not politically distorted.
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A third solution is to grant universal suffrage, but empower parents or guardians to exercise it on a proxy basis until such a time as they believe that their child is prepared to exercise it for him- or herself. As noted above, such an option was proposed in the parliament of
Germany, though it has never actually been voted upon. In 2008, a broad coalition of children, children’s advocates and both liberal and conservative politicians drafted a bill that
would grant suffrage to all German citizens at birth, with the proviso that a parent or guardian adopt it on each child’s behalf until such a time as they believe the child is ready to use
it.67 One variation on this model might be to transfer the vote to each child upon passing a
competence test.
The advantage of this proposal is that it would overcome the problem, found in both of
the other proposals above, of the youngest children finding themselves even more profoundly disempowered. Even the youngest and poorest of children would finally have a
relatively direct and proportional influence in political affairs. Every citizen would have
an equal say in elections, even if in some cases through the proxy voice of others. If
there is a disadvantage, it is that parents and guardians cannot necessarily be trusted to
use their extra vote in children’s own interests. In general, while a proxy vote is an improvement on no proportional representation at all, it still places that person one step removed
from direct inclusion.
My own proposal would be for an amended version of the German model in which suffrage is granted to all citizens at birth and exercised by a parent or guardian until such a time
as each child or youth claims it for him- or herself. The difference here is that the right to
vote on one’s own behalf is not granted by an adult but claimed by the child. A child claiming the right to vote can be taken as basic proof that the child possesses sufficient understanding and desire to exercise it competently. Such a model would realise in practice
the post-modern theory developed above that democracy is really about responding to
the fullest possible diversity of the people’s experiential differences. Most children and
youth can interpret their own basic political interests better than adults can on their
behalf. For those not yet ready to do so, a proxy vote is the best way to respect this particular
kind of difference: the difference of still remaining politically dependent on caregivers.
Such a model suggests a revised way of thinking about voting. Voting would not be the
expression of individual rationality or group struggle, but rather the expansion of social
interdependency. It would be a mechanism for enforcing the idea that laws and policies
should be maximally responsive to people’s lives. While some children would still
depend on adults for proxy inclusion, and children and youth in general may have less political experience than most adults, the point is that political representatives would be held as
accountable as possible to the full diversity of different constituent experiences. Democracy
would be that much more representative of the demos or people.
Conclusion
Whatever its theoretical and practical outcomes, the emerging discussion about children’s
suffrage needs to move beyond simply applying past historical suffrage movements to the
young. It can struggle with the more profound challenges by entertaining revised conceptions of voting itself. Every group that has gained enfranchisement over democracy’s
complex history has demanded that the democratic ideal respond to previously marginalised
kinds of experience. Proponents on both sides of the children’s suffrage debate will continue to talk past each other insofar as the argument is about whether or not to extend
the logics of suffrage inherited from the past. The fact is that, again like all other disempowered groups, children and youth present democratic life with a profound opportunity for
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creative new self-critique. What minors really call for is democracy’s more profound
democratisation.
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